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 Class: VII

April : Sketching: free hand sketch ( Indoor….  
     Out door ).

May/June: Print making: Hand printing…finger       
  printing. etc..

July : Collage: Mixed collage

August: Mask Making : Mixed material…2D..3D..

Oct: Clay Modelling : Coil technique

Nov: Calligraphy : Lettering….. Card making

Dec: Design: Decorative…motif…

January: Memory Drawing: Topic Based…

Feb/ March: Revision

                        
                        

Sept: Drawing and Painting: Colour Theory.      
    Primary and Secondary colors..
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DRAWING AND PAINTING

Dear students, 
          As you know drawing is one of the oldest 
forms of human expression within the visual 
arts. It is a form of visual art in which a person 
uses various drawing instruments to mark 
paper. Popular drawing Instruments are 
graphite pencils, pen and ink, various kinds of 
paints, inked brushes, colored pencils, 
crayons, charcoal, chalk, pastels etc. A 
drawing instrument releases a small amount of 
material onto a surface, leaving a visible mark, 
actually these visible marks are drawing. 
           There are several categories of 
drawing, like figure drawing, cartooning, 
doodling, and freehand. There are also many 
drawing methods, such as line drawing, 
stippling, scribling, hatching, shading etc.
      Painting is the practice of applying paint, 
pigment, color or other medium to a solid 
surface, paper or canvas with the help of a 
brush, knives, sponges, finger tip, airbrushes, 
or any other instrument.
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(PRIMARY & SECONDARY COLOUR)

Colors are one of nature’s greatest gifts. With 
only a few simple changes in hue and shade, we 
can know so much about the world just by being 
able to see what it looks like. Colors can make us 
happy, sad, angry, confused, and all sorts of other 
emotions, both from their association with other 
things and just for the way they appear all on their 
own.

At first glance, colors may seem easy to 
understand, but really thinking about it can lead to 
many more complex and insightful thoughts than 
you’d originally bargained for. But before any 
such thoughts can truly be pondered, it’s 
essential to understand the basics of color and 
color theory. In this case, that would be the 
primary, secondary, and tertiary colors.
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Primary colors are the building blocks of all the 

other colors on the spectrum. There are three 

primary colours: Red, Blue, and Yellow. They are 

called primary colours because they cannot be 

created by mixing other colours. According colour 

theory these are actual thee primary colours.

1. Scarlet Red

2. Ultramarine Blue

3. Lemon Yellow

Scarlet Red Ultramarine Blue

Lemon Yellow
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 Secondary colour is a colour made by mixing 

two primary colours together: Yellow and Red to get 

Orange, Yellow and Blue to get Green, or Red and 

Blue to get Violet (Purple). The secondary colour 

depends on how much of each primary colour is 

used. 

For example, if more Red is added than Yellow, 

you get a reddish Orange, and if more Yellow than 

Red is added, you get a yellowish Orange.

1. 

2. 

3. Violet (Purple)

Orange

Green
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These colours are created when mixing 

one/two secondary and one/two primary colour 

together.  For example, Three or more separate 

colours are mixed in a combination, like two 

primaries and  will create a tertiary 

colour.

The tertiary colours are: Yellow-Orange, Red-

Orange, Red-Violet, Blue Violet, Blue-Green, and 

Yellow-Green.

Except primary and secondary colours, all 

colours are Tertiary colours.

one secondary

NOTE- Black and White both are not colour, 

actually those are shade and tint.



Thank You
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